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Roadways are the Most Dangerous Public Roadways are the Most Dangerous Public 
Facilities on the Face of the EarthFacilities on the Face of the Earth

•• In the US, about 800 people are killed In the US, about 800 people are killed 
each each weekweek

•• 17,500 Crashes each 17,500 Crashes each dayday

••The leading cause of The leading cause of 
death of a child between death of a child between 
the ages of 4 and 14 is a the ages of 4 and 14 is a 
traffic crash.traffic crash.



Over their lifetime, Six out of every 10 Over their lifetime, Six out of every 10 
children will be injured in a highway children will be injured in a highway 
crash, many of them more than once.crash, many of them more than once.

And, If the average U.S. crash rate And, If the average U.S. crash rate 
remains unchanged,  one child of every 84 remains unchanged,  one child of every 84 
born today will die in crash.born today will die in crash.

AASHTO Strategic Highway Safety PlanAASHTO Strategic Highway Safety Plan



Intersection Crash Intersection Crash 
StatisticsStatistics
(nationally)(nationally)

•• 27.3 % of all reported crashes27.3 % of all reported crashes
•• Almost 25% of all traffic fatalitiesAlmost 25% of all traffic fatalities
•• Almost 50% of all traffic injuriesAlmost 50% of all traffic injuries
•• Traffic Signals Increase Crash FrequencyTraffic Signals Increase Crash Frequency

FHWA



When access principles are applied to a When access principles are applied to a 
specific Corridorspecific Corridor
•• Accidents reduced by 30 to 60 percentAccidents reduced by 30 to 60 percent
•• Capacity increased by 20 to 40 percentCapacity increased by 20 to 40 percent

Demosthenes



As the number of As the number of 
access points per mile access points per mile 
increase, so does the increase, so does the 
frequency of total frequency of total 
highway collisions.highway collisions.

The rate also increasesThe rate also increases

1 access = 4%/mile1 access = 4%/mile

NCHRP 420



About 40% of all crashes are About 40% of all crashes are 
preventable using improved preventable using improved 
roadway design and access roadway design and access 
managementmanagement

Question: Is it agency negligence not Question: Is it agency negligence not 
to implement a known safety to implement a known safety 

strategy?strategy?



Most Access Programs have Two Most Access Programs have Two 
major elements:major elements:

•• Access Standards Access Standards 
•• and Access Categories.and Access Categories.





FreewaysFreeways



Rural ExpresswayRural Expressway



Urban Urban 
ExpresswayExpressway







Urban ArterialUrban Arterial
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Rural PrincipalRural Principal





Urban MixedUrban Mixed



Urban SecondaryUrban Secondary





Service & 
Frontage 

Roads
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• Establish an access decision hierarchy of 
agency’s system that is aligned with the adopted  
transportation plan.

• Ensure that each access decision is consistent 
with meeting the functional purpose of the 
roadway.

• Access category is the functional guidance on 
day to day access decisions impacting the 
performance of the roadway.

Access Classification System





• The category assignment guides the decision to 
determine if access will be granted

• To some degree, the access related 
improvements required. (turn lanes)

• Determines the type of access that may be 
granted. (Signal, restricted turns, field 
approaches, temporary, emergency, other 
limitations) 

Access ClassificationsAccess Classifications
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Why another classification system:

• Over 70 years of highway planning and 
budgeting, several federal and state 
classification systems have evolved.

• Distinguishes between various levels of 
hierarchies capacity, regional purpose, and 
funding priorities.



Why another classification system:

• Access Categories differ significantly from 
traditional classifications

• Focus is on access characteristics, roadside 
development, access controls, traffic 
operations, and design elements. 

• Access Categories’ do align strongly with 
current functional planning systems. 



•• Access Category systems is the Access Category systems is the 
pragmatic recognition of road side pragmatic recognition of road side 
reality.reality.

••Classification standard determines Classification standard determines 
IF IF access or signal allowed, and whereaccess or signal allowed, and where..



US 40, IUS 40, I--70 business, US 287, NHS70 business, US 287, NHS



To Create a Access Classification SystemTo Create a Access Classification System

•• Define access management categoriesDefine access management categories
•• Establish standards for each categoryEstablish standards for each category
•• Create process and assign category to each Create process and assign category to each 

segment of highwaysegment of highway

•• Adopt assignment schedule by Rule Adopt assignment schedule by Rule 
or Ordinance.or Ordinance.



Assignment factors and basisAssignment factors and basis

•• adopted administrative and functional adopted administrative and functional 
classificationsclassifications

•• existing and projected traffic volumesexisting and projected traffic volumes
•• current and future highway capacity and current and future highway capacity and 

levels of servicelevels of service
•• current and predicted levels of highway safetycurrent and predicted levels of highway safety



Assignment factors and basisAssignment factors and basis

•• adopted state and local transportation plans and adopted state and local transportation plans and 
needsneeds

•• the character of lands adjoining the highwaythe character of lands adjoining the highway
•• adopted local land use plans and zoningadopted local land use plans and zoning
•• the availability of vehicular access from local streets the availability of vehicular access from local streets 

and roads rather than a state highwayand roads rather than a state highway
•• providing for population and business growth and providing for population and business growth and 

needs.needs.



Match the category standards to your efforts Match the category standards to your efforts 
to protect the transportation planto protect the transportation plan



• Intersection Spacing

• Traffic Signal Spacing

• Allowing direct access or require to obtain 
alternative access

• Proof of access necessity

• Turn Restrictions (median)

• Scope of access improvement, such as requiring 
auxiliary lanes, (decel and accel)

Key Category Access FactorsKey Category Access Factors



Slicing the Key Elements for Levels Slicing the Key Elements for Levels 
of Performanceof Performance
•• Allow, or Not, private direct accessAllow, or Not, private direct access
•• Signal spacing: Signal spacing: ¼¼, , ½½, 1 mile., 1 mile.
•• If driveway, key design elements effecting If driveway, key design elements effecting 

performanceperformance
•• Auxiliary lanesAuxiliary lanes
•• driveway spacing,driveway spacing,
•• typetype
•• Turn restrictions (medians)Turn restrictions (medians)



How Safety has Impacted CategoriesHow Safety has Impacted Categories

•• Proof of necessity Proof of necessity –– every access point every access point 
granted is dangerous.granted is dangerous.

•• This drives most of the programThis drives most of the program
•• Why think of how to allow access when Why think of how to allow access when 

access = hazard.access = hazard.
•• So even lower categories beg proof of So even lower categories beg proof of 

necessity for access. necessity for access. 
•• Should Access ever be a given?Should Access ever be a given?



Colorado since 1998Colorado since 1998



Category DescriptionsCategory Descriptions

•• Fully described in Text within the ruleFully described in Text within the rule
•• Samples are in the AMM appendixSamples are in the AMM appendix



Category TextCategory Text

•• Quality of the textual descriptions is critical Quality of the textual descriptions is critical 
for successfor success

•• Test Test TestTest TestTest the languagethe language
•• Test the standardsTest the standards
•• Avoid unintended consequencesAvoid unintended consequences
•• How will a judge/jury interpret?How will a judge/jury interpret?



Sample CategoriesSample Categories
Freeway (access rights)Freeway (access rights)

Major Regional (access rights)Major Regional (access rights)

Rural ARural A Urban AUrban A

Rural BRural B Urban BUrban B

Rural CRural C Urban CUrban C

Service, Frontage and other Access roadsService, Frontage and other Access roads



FDOT CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM & STANDARDS

Medians Connection Signal 

Restrictive
w/ Service Roads

>45mph     45mph        Full

Class

2640

2640

2640/
1320

660

2640

2640

2640

1320

1320

2640/
1320

1320

660

660

440

440

125

Well planned
Class 1 is freeway

with system
 of service 

roads

The Urban/
Suburban

Strip

Essentially 
the same
except for 
medians

Essentially 
the same
except for 
medians

2

3

4

5
6

7

Restrictive

Non-Restrictive

Restrictive

Non-Restrictive

Both Median
 Types

660

440

440

245

245

1320

1320

660

330

GENERALLY  DEVELOPING OR UNDEVELOPED

GENERALLY DEVELOPED



WSDOT WSDOT 
class tableclass table



New JerseyNew Jersey



Grand Junction Area
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NRA
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Washington DOT Access Classification.  Washington DOT Access Classification.  ““This shows the This shows the 
speed limit, managed access (M/A) class, if a highway is speed limit, managed access (M/A) class, if a highway is 
limited access (L/A), where WSDOT has planned for limited access (L/A), where WSDOT has planned for 
limited access and other information.limited access and other information.””
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